What every Plexus Slim ambassador needs to know!

Customers and Orders:

Preferred customer can cancel 14 days after their order.
60 day guarantee is only for customers not ambassadors.
If a preferred customer wants to change their order they have to call customer service (480-998-3490). It can be a permanent or temporary change. If they go online instead of calling, it sets up another autoship for them if they order preferred.
If you receive a new customer you will receive 2 emails. One stating that you have a new customer and the other one will be their order. If you only receive one that states you have a new customer then the customer didn’t complete the payment process and you will not to look into this.
When you receive a new customer send them an email welcoming them and telling them how to get started.
You can look at your customer orders by going to your back office: go to www.plexusslim.com then click on the ambassador login in right hand corner. Put your id # in and password. You are now in your back office click on reports and customers reports. (Here you will see their email and phone number) To see your own reports go to orders reports.
To place an order for yourself in your back office go to shopping then new order.

Commissions

*Commissions are based on points called “personal volume” not dollars (although they are very close in value).
You do not receive commissions on the first 100 pvp (personal volume points) you bring in.
After that from 100-499 pvp you receive 15% commission from your orders and your sales. After 499 pvp you will start receiving 25% from all pvp over 100.
If you have a customer order preferred (they agree to have their order monthly auto shipped) you receive extra commissions. ex Plexus Slim and accelerator are an extra $18 and this is every month.
You receive 5% of your first lines monthly sales.
Payout is based off of the totals that were accumulated from the first of the month to the end. Payday is the 15th.
You are also paid off of the different rankings you obtain.
http://plexusworldwide.helpserve.com/Knowledgebase/Article/View/73/21/compensation-plan-summary-chart (here you will find the summary chart for the compensation program)
These achievement bonus’s are one time bonuses.
Silver= (3 qualified ambassadors signed directly under you) $100 bonus. Gold 100 points=$250
Senior Gold 250 points=$350
Ruby 500 points= $500
Senior Ruby 750 points=$750
In the first 30 days if you reach any of these (excluding silver) you will receive double $, also you CAN double rank in one month and get paid on both. The first month only you can use mock points on these.
You will understand Mock points after you understand qualified (below)
These next achievements are lifetime monthly bonuses
Emerald = 3% of pool
Sapphire= 1% of pool
Diamond=1% of pool
**** there are some requirements for some of these so please check chart

The other way you get paid is off points. You receive points for your ambassadors when they get “QUALIFIED”. To get qualified your ambassador must have 100pvp that month in outside sales or their own orders. **This excludes welcome packs. When your ambassador gets qualified you receive 5 points for your 1-3 levels, 4 points for 4th level, 3 points for 5th level, 2 points for 6th level and 1 point for your 7th level. If you are in your first 30 days and you have over 20 ambassadors you can use mock points and as long as they have their auto ship in place and bought a welcome pack you can count them as 5 points towards your achievement.
Points reset every month
Each month these points are added up and you will be paid on your points. Since we have been with the company points have ranged from $3.50 to $3.80(based on the months sales of whole company) Points are guaranteed to never go below $1.80 per point.
Your personal auto ship (backup plan) must be on to receive your commissions. This is set up by most when they sign up as an ambassador. If for some reason you turn that off you WILL NOT get paid. So make sure your auto ship/ back up plan is in place at all times. IF you sell over 100 pvp the company will not ship out your auto ship unless you go into your back office and click shopping-auto qualifications-edit and click non contingent. This tells the company no matter how much you sell you still want them to send auto your auto ship. Personally I have never received an auto ship I like to order from my back office when I want. But every one is different so do what works for you.
For you to receive those points we talked about for your ambassador they (your ambassador) must have sold or bought 100pvp outside of their welcome pack. WELCOME PACKS do not make someone qualified. Everything we have talked about so far is paid out monthly and you will not be able to see your check until the 15th. On the 15th go to reports-financials-monthly-generate report (usually after 12noon) be sure and set your check to directly deposit into your account so you can have access to it that day! To do this go to your back office and click my account.
Paid off weekly are welcome packs: This is the amazing opportunity you had when you signed up. You were allowed to pick from a list of bundles that were offered to you at discounted rate. (only time you will have this opportunity) when your 1st, 2nd,3rd and 4th level ambassadors purchase a welcome pack you will receive commissions on the welcome packs purchased and that is paid weekly, the only other thing that is paid out weekly is the high roller pack that you can purchase in your back office. ((7) 30-Day Supplies of Plexus Slim, (7) 30-Day Supplies of Plexus Slim Accelerator and (10) Decision Pack. for $599) and also the lucky seven check back office to see full details on these packs.
To look at your total sales for the month along with your downline and their info go to your back office and click reports-ambassador genealogy-downline. Replace the one in the box with a seven (you get paid 7 down and this is a good time to get in the habit) The next report with be you and your downlines info. Here you will see email addresses, phone number, total sales and if they have their auto ship turned on. IF their auto ship is turned off they will be in white or a light tan. Also your points will be
added up at the bottom of the list along with the number that you have in your team. After you reach 1500 points and you have 375 points outside your strong leg you will be called Emerald. Here you will receive the opportunity to qualify for a Lexus. You will contact dealer of your choice make your own deal (lease or purchase) and Plexus will pay a monthly payment for 2 years $500 (Emeralds) and $1000 (Diamonds) on selected Lexus’s.

Click here to listen to Sonya Dudley explain legs: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFrBuP59eRk

Marketing and ideas to grow your business:

* Make a business page on FB
* Make a list of 50 people, then contact them about this wonderful product
* Post Testimonies from “Plexus slim testimonials only” face book group to your business page and share to your timeline. Get your friends and family to like your page (have a monthly giveaway)
* Be sure to also include your personal testimonies of what the product is doing for your family
* Share the products as a system! If someone is interested in health and weight loss I would suggest ... Plexus slim/accelerator combo, probio5 and biocleanse... you can always switch out xfactor for accelerator if needed. Everyone needs to be taking xfactor (research its benefits) Remember most people don’t know what products they need, so you need to help them make a good choice that is going to get them results.
* Encourage customers to order as “preferred” (they save money and you make more!)
* Do not click share to share a testimony because it likely has someone else’s website on it. Copy and paste and put your website and ambassador number on it. It was brought to my attention if someone orders from their phone they have to have your ambassador number. So get in the habit of putting that everywhere.
* As soon as someone signs up as an ambassador offer to have a tasting party for them. They can invite there friends and family and you can let them taste the product and present information on each product. Click here to see all the products presented by Sonya Dudley: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y0SP4AN6gg
* Set up at booths
* You can put out yard signs in your yard
* Get business cards (back office or vista print) be sure and order high gloss
*Order the Slim flyers form back office and make return address labels on Vista Print with your name, number, and website. Those are easy to slap on the brochures, look classy and are an inexpensive way to advertise.

*Order Tshirts and wear them everywhere you go

*Window Cling for your car/ Car Magnet

*Post spit test and carry around copies of it to send home with people

*60 day money back guarantee for customers

*Type up a quick message that tells customers how to order and one that tells ambassadors how to sign up, so you can shoot this over to someone when they contact you. Make sure you mention preferred to customers

*Post testimonies on Facebook 3x’s a day!

*Stay POSITIVE and Passionate

*Offer samples to friends, family and strangers! Make sure your info is on the decision pack!! use the address labels

*Practice stretching yourself everyday! Getting uncomfortable and step outside your comfort zone. It will get easier!!

*STAY POSITIVE

*This is relationship marketing. Form a relationship with people, ask questions and LISTEN to their needs so you can better help them and tell them about his wonderful product that can change their lives!! Also, after they order assist them weekly at first as they are taking the product. You may need to trouble shoot with them. This also lets them know you care and will stick with it.

*This is not about a quick sale!!

*Learn how to schedule a post on your page. At the bottom left is a clock icon. Click on it and then choose the year/month/day and time you want the post to show up on your page and that is when it will post. You cannot do this on your personal page.

*Remember to look at people as relationships and not prospects

*If you don’t mention Plexus to your friends and family someone else will!
*Never give up this is forward motion!!

*Be a product of the product! Go above and beyond to represent the product well!

*Add your new relationships (prospects) to Plexus Slim Testimonials Only face book group

*Have a list of ingredients prepared to email to those that ask

*Always tell your customers and ambassadors to measure and weight and take a picture before they get started!

*Don’t be emotionally attached to a negative response ... every “no” is one step closer to the next “yes” and there ARE people who will say “YES”

*Contact the people who like your page and posts ... thank them and let them know how passionate you are about plexus product and opportunity

*From time to time have 3 day trial packs on hand and advertise that you have them for those who want to try. *Pray about who God would have you to talk to about plexus!!

Educate Yourself!!

*Your success depends on how much you are willing to educate yourself on the product and business

*Know your products and what they do.

*Go to every meeting and party you can!

*Go to face book group: Plexus Slim Testimonials Only and read (make sure you read the comments you can gain great info there)

*Read through the files and the new status updates daily, on the face book group your sponsor added you too. Ours is Freedom with Plexus

*Watch Sonja Dudley’s videos. You can do this thru youtube - Sonya Dudley

*Research Candida yeast overgrowth and die off symptoms

*Go to your back office and read through resources, training and knowledge
*Dr Oz says 80% of your health comes from your gut. Candida yeast can affect your gut (coats the organs and nutrients cant come in, then your body holds onto the fat because it doesn't recognize the nutrients and this is called starvation mode. Candida yeast can also cause leaky gut! Causing holes in the gut where food leaks out and causes allergies and possibly even auto immune disorders... research all you can on this) our probio5 rids your body of candida yeast. You want to start out slow due to die off symptoms. Maybe one probio5 and one cleanse for a week then move up if everything is ok. Still may help to help your people through the die off symptoms. WATER WATER WATER!!! Tell everyone to drink 1/2 their body weight in fluid ounces of water a day.

*Cleanse has oxygen in it ... study and oxygenated body! HINT: Cancer and disease can not live in oxygen

*Know that you can go to your computer (not ipad or iphone) and go to PSTO (plexus slim testimonies only) and click on the magnifying glass. This is a group search engine. You can type a word in then it brings up all the post that had that word in it. If you are curious if Plexus has helped with diabetes then go here and type in “diabetes”. Don’t go to your up line and ask “Does Plexus help with diabetes?” First go to PSTO and search. If you have searched and cant find any thing then give them a call. They are there to assist you but not baby sit you:)

*Make your self a list of issues that you have read in testimonies or have experienced personally or from your family and friends! Be ready to share these experiences!

*List of Facebook groups:

*Plexus Slim Testimonies Only

*Plexus X-factor Testimonials

*Plexus Slim Skinny Minnie’s (Dana and Chris Benson)

*Plexus Compliance

*Plexus Slim for you

*Plexus Parties and Opportunity Meetings

*Plexus Before and After Photos

*Support for our Plexus Customers

*Plexus Swag
*Plexus probio5 testimonials

*Plexus Fast Relief testimonials

If you are not added to any of these and cannot add yourself then ask your up line to add you.

Compliance:

*Compliance wants you to put Independent Plexus Ambassador on your business cards and FB pages
Do not post prices (only website fee 34.95 is allowable) on facebook or any other social media
Do not post Plexus cures anything
Do not list a disease unless it is in a testimony
Do not post a pic of a paycheck or the amount you have received
Do not post To order go to: but rather post For more info go to:

Countries we ship and sale to:

Trinidad
Tobago
New Zealand
Australia
Nigeria
Puerto Rico
UK
Canada
US
Austrailia (there are some regulations here)
How to post on Facebook:

Be careful not to share a post, someone else's website might be there.

1. Save picture you want to repost to your device.

2. Copy and paste words to your status then click on the camera icon and click on picture you just saved

3. Post your website (don't forget to put www. Before it)

Ex.  www.plexusslim.com/yourID

Note: if you are on your iPhone or iPad you have to go thru safari to Facebook to copy and paste words. Only use the app on Facebook for the picture.